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fast direct download. Stream cndv.Lectionary 473 Lectionary 473, designated by siglum ℓ 473 (in
the Gregory-Aland numbering). It is a Greek manuscript of the New Testament on parchment.
Palaeographically it has been assigned to the 10th century. The manuscript is lacunose. Description
The codex contains lessons from the Gospels lectionary (Evangelistarium), on 271 parchment leaves
(), with some lacunae (Matthew 14:1-30; Mark 10:1-13; Luke 23:1-8). Matthew 14:1-30; Mark
10:1-13; Luke 23:1-8 The first two leaves were added in 15th century. Text The Greek text of the
codex is a representative of the Byzantine text-type. Hermann von Soden classified it to the textual
family Kx. Aland placed it in Category V. History The manuscript was brought from the East in the
early 16th century by Heinrich Heine of Wartelstetten (now in Vienna). Formerly it was housed at
Vienna (Kleinodius 1638), at Paris (K.22) and in Reims (1622). The last location was 1750-1756 at
the Abbey of St. Paen in Brescia. It was held in the Vatican Library (Reg. gr. 9) from 1542 to the
early 19th century. In 1862 it was brought to England by Herr Keng (now in the Library of Trinity
College, Cambridge). The Institute of Archaeology was allowed to examine the manuscripts in 1965.
The codex currently is housed at the library of the University of Cambridge (E.7.5) in Cambridge.
See also List of New Testament lectionaries Biblical manuscript Textual criticism References
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